
A SUSPENSION TO ELIMINATE MECHANICAL
DISTURBANCES

BY ALBERT P. CARMIAN

The writer recently was stopped for weeks in an investigation
by troublesome vibrations due to various causes, but principally
to the passing of heavy motor trucks. The laboratory is a brick
building with very heavy masonry walls and with numerous
masonry cross walls, and delicate instruments are not in general
disturbed by mechanical disturbance even in the upper stories,
but heavy motor trucks rolling over neighboring brick pavements
with their concrete foundations shake the earth for considerable
distances and with it the whole building. These earth vibrations
seem to be particularly troublesome in the basement. Numbers
of devices were tried to eliminate the vibrations, including a
modified Julius suspension, but without success. Finally atten-
tion was called to a paper by Airy (Royal Astron. Society Monthly
Notices, 17, p. 160; 1856), which has suggested the solution which
we have worked out for our difficulty. Airy devised a support
for the mercury vessel of the reflex-zenith tube at Greenwich
Observatory, using a series of platforms suspended by broad
bands of vulcanized caoutchone, platform number one, carrying
the mercury vessel, being suspended from supports carried on
platform number two, and this being in turn suspended from
supports carried on platform number three. Fig. 1 shows our
scheme. A series of triangular wooden boxes, A, B, and C, were
loaded with scrap lead. Box A was suspended from a rigid sup-
port resting on the concrete floor by three fine piano wires DDD;
the box B was suspended from supports on A by pure gum tubing
EEE; and the box on platform C was suspended from supports
erected on B by another size and length of pure gum tubing FFF.
The platforms were also connected at a number of points by
small rubber bands hooked over tacks, so as to dampen quickly
swaying motions. On each piano wire, there was a cylindrical
weight of about 500 grams that could be clamped at any desired
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point on the wire, so as to eliminate some particular vibration
which might be otherwise transmitted. The galvanometer rested
on platform C. It is a high sensitivity Leeds and Northrup
moving coil galvanometer of the ballistic type and is extremely
sensitive to small mechanical vibrations. The device has proved
to be effective in eliminating our vibration difficulties and it is
reported here, with the thought that it may aid others who have

FIG. 1

similar disturbances. The device has the merit of being quickly
and easily made, and of requiring no long tedious adjustment
such as is demanded in setting up the usual Julius suspension.
By changing lengths and sizes of suspension tubing and weights
of platforms, and by adding one or more platforms, it ought to
be possible to eliminate small vibrations in any case.
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